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»  Soundless  and maintenance-free computers with big monitor? 

»  Multimedial transfer directly from operating room?

»  Higher comfort of patients in communication with family and doctors?

»  Effective communicating, ordering and calling system?



Modern medicine with modern technique

Soundless  and maintenance-free computers 
with big monitor
Medical computers Uniq PC are integrated all-in-one systems consists 
of computer, monitor and touchscreen display in one compact all-metal 
frame  - completely closed,  without ventilating  holes, with passive 
cooling, with maximum silent running and with coverage IP65/54. For 
quality displaying is disposable the size of screen until 19 inches. The 
function multitouch enables the enlarging of screen, rotating and listing. 
They have very low consumption of electricity, up to 6-time lower than at 
the standard computer.
Uniq PC is constructed carefully with reference to reliability and long 
trouble-free operation. Life-cycle of these equipments is guaranteed 
within 50 000 hours what is non-stop operation approx. 8 years.

Multimedial transfer directly from 
operating room
Uniq PC computers enable the access to the medical 
documentation (X-ray picture, CT examinations,  magnetic 
resonance) and visualization applications directly in operating 
room. They enable alike a quality transfer of screen at the 
laparoscopic and tractoscopic surgery for very operating team 
or also for auditorium of accessor students or consultants. 
Their multimediality (water resistant camera, microphone and 
speakers) enables to manage the surgery like a discourse or to 
consult the process of steps with other doctors.

Higher comfort of patients in communication 
with family and doctors
Uniq PC can use like electronic medical card. Medical record with 
evidence of pharmaceuticals outgoing always at hand with possibility of 
actualization directly to patient. Computer can use also like for control the 
hospital bed and additional equipments.
Patient will appreciate certainly the access to the internet what make 
easier to him the communication with family or friends. His hospitalization 
will pleasant  for the listening to the radio or watching TV.

Effective communicating, ordering and 
calling system
The level and quality of hospital or other health care center is 
presented also by level of contact with patients and visitors. 
For this communication we offer the others information kiosks 
and selfservice terminals. Their applications can be: order and 
reservation system, internet connecting, payment terminal for 
additional services, voice and visual communication system with 
consulting, TV, advertising media.
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Uniq PC develops and manufactures by

For medical devices and equipments are imposed special demands. It is also valid for computing technique. Its using in hospitals and in other 
health care centers require the meet of several basic conditions. Resistant to water, dust and chemicals, soundless running, good washability and 
sanitariness. Very important factor is also sensitivity and precision of control using rubber gloves. Uniq PC computers fulfil the strict hygienics and 
ergonomic standards. They have antibacterial surface, they tolerate washing by spirit aqua and other disinfection. Display is readable excellency 
also in environment with strong artificial light. Thanks Antiglare foil is possible even more to decrease the reflex.

Uniq PC is extremely mechanical resistant with sensitivity and precision touchscreen control.
It offers the large possibilities of connecting without any visible cables through secure hidden milticonnector.
Processor Intel Dual Core in conjunction with 4 GB RAM allows the usage more exacting applications.


